
The OptimusR PRO LVO
tower speaker & PRO -LX5
ooki0elf speaker: both
cclatmed by audio expects!

"Optimus PRO LX10...created a sliodstage -hat was
as stab/rand believable as any we hive heard...
The speakeo were virtually invisible acoustically as

I as bein' nobtrusive. Stereo Review, ..pril 1997

eo' by its ty
onable price and

e cellent performance,
the LX10 is certainly one

the better values in
dap,',s- loudspeaker
arket.'
stereo Review, April 1997

Optimus PRO
[the best-soundim
pair of loudspec
have ever l

"LX5. . . so v
good that anyone
use for them...R
to be commended for thb
affordable excellence."
-Video, March 1995

"Reproduces music with a
clarity and transparency no A
other budget speaker can 11
match... LX5 mates beautifully
with inexpensive powered
subwoofers ."
--Video, January 1996

\VIDE -ANGLE
S o L ND

by LINAEUM

You must hear
it to believe it -
2 -way speaker with
360° dipole tweeter
Optimus PRO LX10. Sleek tower
speaker intensifies both your home
stereo system and home theater sys-
tem. Top -mounted Linaeum-design

ferrofluid-cooled, dipole tweeter
resonates expansive 360°

sound-so sharp, tl-e
high musical frequencies
of violins or female vo-
cals seem to surround
you. Two polypropylene
7" woofers move a
tremendous volume of
air, so the long wave-
lengths of bass and
drums are heard and feat.
The ported narrow cabi-
net is designed to further
enhance bass response.
Handles up to 80 watts
RMS, 160 watts max. Re-
movable grilles on top
and front. Gold-plated
terminals.
40-4067, Each 249.99
Frequency Response:
50-25,000Hz
Size: 33'.1.x91,6x1l'6'

2 -way speaker with
wide-angle dipole tweeter
Optimus PRO LX5. This critically acclaimed
speaker combines a top -mounted dipole
tweeter that delivers dramatic 360° sound
dispersion with a long -throw 5" polypropyl-
ene woofer. A state-of-the-art polyurethane
foam polymer dust cover and two tapered
pors in a die-cast aluminum enclosure round
out the system. The result? Smooth response,
seamlessly crossing from deep bass into the
upper frequencies, soaring to 25,000Hz with
inoedibly low distortion unmatched by any
other tweeter design. The unique tweeter is
ferrifluid-cooled to handle high power levels
anc provide detailed imaging. An acoustical y
transparent metal gr Ile covers the tweeter; a
rerr ovable cloth grille covers the woofer.
40.4061 Each 149.99
Frequency Response: 85-25,000Hz. Power Capacity:
50 watts RMS/100 watts maximum. Size: 101/2x6'hx6'h

Hear the
Sound of the
Future Today
Designed exclusively for RadioShack,

the loudspeakers on this page bring you a

revolutionary advance in audio technology

with their wide-angle dipole tweeters.

21.1ESTION:

Nhat are the advantages of
the "wide-angle" tweeter? Q&A

ANSWER:

The latest advances in sound waveform and psy-
:hoacoustic.s research have led to the develop-
ment of the wide-angle dipole and monopole
tweeters. Unlike conventional cone or dome driv-
ers that "push" sound frontward in a narrow
dispersion pattern, these ferrofluid-cooled tweet-
ers' flexible polypropylene diaphragms radiate
like a guitar or violin string to deliver a much
wider frequency range and more accurate stereo
imaging than ordinary speakers. The result is an
extraordinarily spacious soundstage that makes
these compact speakers sound much larger than
they are. Visit your nearby RadioShack and hear
the sound of the future today.

2 -way bookshelf
speaker with dipole tweeter
Optimus PRO LX8. You may not believe you're listening to a
bookshelf speaker! This big brother to our popular PRO LX5
speaker is a sound investment for your home stereo system or
home theater system. It's revolutionary top -mounted dipole
tweeter faithfully reproduces music with crisp, sparkling highs that
radiate 360° around you. The 8" polypropylene woofer and ported
enclosure team up to reproduce deep, full bass. Tweeter is fer-
rofluid cooled for increased power handling. Speaker handles 70
watts RMS, 140 watts max. Removable cloth grilles on top and
front. Gold-plated terminals. 40-4064 Each 199.99
Frequency Response: 50-25,000Hz. Power Capacity: 70 watts RMS/140 watts
maximum. Size: 18%.97,13'.

Linaeum is a registered trademark of Mystical Audio Limited, Inc.
Prices apply at participating RadioShack stores and dealers. Not all items in all stores-ask about our ordering se/ice (items subject to availability)


